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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently many papers appeared in literature dealing with the application 
of analog technique in the simulation of dynamical systems by means of 
digital computers [l-4]. Th e analog technique renders a clear-cut picture of 
analyzed problems in particular when simulating nonlinear dynamical 
systems. Simultaneously one observes a development in the application of 
signal flow graphs in programming for analog computers [5-71. In connection 
with both these trends the purpose of the present paper was to give a method 
which basing on graphs with multi-argument functional branches enables 
us to prepare data for digital computer which may utilize them in self- 
organizing the program for the solution of the system of differential equations 
given by the graph. Because of the simplicity of the algorithm the latter may 
fmd numerous applications in engineering and teaching problems connected 
with the simulation of dynamical systems. Since the above-mentioned algo- 
rithm is based on the signal flow graph technique our starting point will be the 
definition of the elements of a graph and a summary of mathematical depend- 
ences connected with these elements. 
2. GRAPHS AND THEIR APPLICATION IN PROGRAMMING 
FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS 
In the graph which will be the basis for the realization of the program for 
a digital computer, the dependent and independent variables are represented 
by nodes. Multiplication by a constant coefficient and other mathematical 
operations are represented by branches (mathematical operations of sumation 
are associated to the sink nodes). We shall distinguish two types of branches 
and nodes, The branches are divided into nonfunctional and functional 
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ones, whereas the nodes into source and sink nodes. The nodes which are 
neither sink nor source nodes (these nodes have incoming as well as outgoing 
branches) here do not exist. The operation which is associated to these nodes 
represents a special functional branch described in Sections 2.3. 
2.1. NONFUNCTIONAL BRANCHES 
A nonfunctional branch is a line with a direction marked by an arrow, 
connecting two nodes. This branch is characterized by a definite amplification 
factor which is constant and denoted by the symbol assigned to the branch. 
Figure la shows an nonfunctional branch connecting the nodes x1 and x2 
the amplification factor of which being denoted by t,, . ,. 
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FIG. 1. Elements of nonfunctional branches. 
If the arrow of a given branch points towards a node then we shall call 
this branch an incoming branch with respect to this node and outgoing 
branch if the opposite is the case. A node having only outgoing branches is 
called a source node (Fig. lb) and such having only incoming branches is 
called a sink node (Fig. Ic). A list of rules for nonfunctional branches, Ref. [6], 
is given in Table I. 
2.2. SINGLE-ARGUMENT FUNCTIONAL BRANCHES 
In the graph considered here one can distinguish two types of functional 
branches: those with a single argument and those with many arguments. Let 
us consider the first type. A single-argument functional branch is a directed 
line (drawn thicker in order to be distinguished from nonfunctional branches) 
connecting two nodes. A definite operation is always assigned to this branch. 
A pair of nodes, x1 J xs , and the branch connecting them to which an operation 
P is assigned represent the following relation (Fig. 2a). 
x2 = P(x& (1) 
Nodes connected by means of a functional branch become uniquely 
determined; the node x1 representing the independent variable becomes a 
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sink node, and the node x2 representing the dependent variable becomes a 
source node. 
Let us consider a graph having two functional branches (Fig. 2b). Accord- 
ing to the rule (A) given in Table I we have for this graph 
From the definition of the functional branch we have 
x2 = P(Xl) 
x4 = TV, 
and thus finally we obtain 
x4 = Tv(P(xJ). 
b 
I:Ic. 2. Connections between single-valued functional branches. 
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Since xa = x, we may present the graph from Fig. 2b in a simplified form 
shown in Fig. 2c; in accordance with the accepted rule the node (xs , xa) in 
the graph from Fig. 2c is a sink node for the branch N and a source node for 
the branch P. Thus for the graph shown in Fig. 2d we have 
x5 = P(XI) and X6 = N(P(x,) + x3 + q). 
2.3. MULTI-ARGUMENT FUNCTIONAL BRANCHES 
A multi-argument functional branch is a directed geometrical structure- 
“bush” (Fig. 3a) connecting n-nodes x1 , x2 ;**, x,-r , x,; one of them, x, , 
xi 
FIG. 3. Connections between functional branches. 
representing a dependent variable. A definite operation P is always assigned 
to this branch. The set of nodes x1, x2 ,a**, x, and the branch connecting these 
nodes represent the following relation: 
(2) 
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Similarly, as in previous considerations, the nodes connected with a multi- 
argument branch are uniquely determined. The nodes xr , x2 ;*v, x,-r repre- 
senting independent variables become sink nodes and the node .v,~ representing 
the dependent variable becomes a source node. 
Let us now consider a graph containing two functional branches (Fig. 3h). 
According to the rule A (Table I) we have for this graph 
x4 = x3 , 
and from the definition of a functional branch we obtain 
x3 = P(XI , XP) 
x5 = F(XJ. 
Thus finally 
This last graph may also be presented in an other form (Fig. 3c) bearing in 
mind, however, that the node (xs , x4) is for the branch P a source node and 
for the branch F a sink node. Taking this into account we have for the graph 
from Fig. 3d: 
x5 = P(s, , x2) 
x7 = F(f’(x, ,x2) -k x4 + 4. 
In addition to the considerations made so far it should be pointed out that 
the functional branch from Fig. 3e describes such an operation as it is associ- 
ated (in classical flow graph) to the node which has incoming as well as out- 
going branches. 
2.4. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF FCNCTIONAL BRANCHES 
It has already been mentioned before that on the basis of graphs (describing 
ordinary linear and nonlinear differential equations), a method of data 
preparation for digital computers will be elaborated so that basing on these 
data and on an a priori given program the computer could solve such equa- 
tions. 
Because of this application we shall confine ourselves to graphs character- 
ized by the following elements: 
1. One i&Cdual source node. 
The value represented by this node is accepted as constant and equal to 1. 
Similarly as for analog computers this node will play the role of constant input. 
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2. Nonfunctional branches together with the amplijication factor describing 
the former. These branches will connect nodes connected with functional 
branches or the same nodes with the individual source node. 
3. Functional branches both single and multi-argument ones. In the set of 
functional branches having a given number of arguments there are several 
types of branches. To each type of them other operation is assigned. 
Among the functional branches of the same type there are several kinds 
of branches; to each of them the same operation is assigned but described 
by other parameters (e.g., when integration is assigned to the particular 
branch then parameters are the integration constants and the initial 
conditions). 
In general the operation assigned to a given functional branch will be 
defined by the symbol 
%fJ,Yl ’ 
where 
01- is the number of arguments:for thergiven branch; 
/I - type of functional branch with OL arguments; 
y - kind of functional branch appearing in the graph and belonging to 
the p-type with a given (II. 
If for a given functional branch denoted by the symbol FL,~,++I (Fig. 
the nodes representing the independent and the dependent variables 
denoted as follows: 
%P.y.Sl - nodes representing independent variables; 
44 
are 
6 - index of the node taken from the side; denoted by the operation 
symbol; 
YLB.vl - node representing the dependent variable; 
then according to Eq. (2) we have 
YG.B.Vl =Fror,8.vl(~b,8.v.l1; %.5.~,21;“‘; %.BSv,Ul), (3) 
or in the particular case when 01 = 1 (Fig. 4b) 
Yfl.!LYl == Fr1.8,rl(X[1.s,r.ll). (4) 
.+09,22/1-12 
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In the following text we shall introduce some other symbols: 
“m - maximum a-value appearing in the program; 
B m[al - maximum number of @-type branches appearing in the pro- 
gram (for a given CX); 
Yn&,j31 - maximum number of a-argument y-kind branches within the 
/?-type appearing in the graph; 
%,Bl - number of parameters necessary for describing the operation 
Fr4,vl; 
P [m,B,v,AI - parameters describing the operation F[m,B,r~ where 
h = 1, 2, 3;**, m[,,B] . 
We assume that the first 01 parameters 
determine the number of functional and nonfunctional branches incoming 
to the nodes 
respectively. 
In the program described in the following the quantities cznz , fim[ol], and 
m[a, fi] are given a priori as well as all the operations. When considering a 
particular graph it is possible to determine the numbers 3/m[or,P~ and the 
parameters Prcr,~,v.~~ .
Let us accept the convention that the particular or-argument branches of the 
type /3 and their particular kinds y are considered in the following sequence 
Making use of this sequence one can uniquely assign to each operation 
FL~,~,~J , an index with which this operation is represented in the sequence. 
This corresponds to the transformation of the indices a:, /3, y to a new index i 
so that 
-FmL,l( ) = FIil( > (6) 
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These operations obviously act on the same arguments. The dependence 
i =f(a, /?, y) is given by 
We assume that the graphs considered will be described according to the 
above-mentioned sequence. Since there are also other notations connected 
with the operation symbol F[m,B,vl , we shall perform the transformation of 
indices also in their case and thus 
2.5. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF CONNECTIONS 
OF FUNCTIONAL BRANCHES 
It was previously stated that in the graphs considered the nodes represent- 
ing independent variables are connected with those representing dependent 
variables by means of nonfunctional branches. 
In order to give an unambiguous description of these connections, let us 
introduce two terms a[i,s,l] and bli,s,,l . The first one gives the index of the 
node representing the dependent variable which is connected with the node 
~~~~~~ by means of a nonfunctional branch. The second gives the amplification 
factor of this connection. The index T defines the running number of the 
branch incoming the node X[i,sl (see Fig. 5a). The total number of such 
branches is defined according to the previously introduced convention by the 
parameter P[i,al . Let US consider a branch with cx arguments (Fig. 5a) in 
which each of the nodes representing independent variables is connected by 
means of nonfunctional branches with a definite number of functional bran- 
ches. According to the relations and conventions introduced previously we 
have for such branch 
Ykl =F[il (P~‘YLol(,L,,,lbli.l.71; 
PI 1.2, 
7=1 
C Y[afi.2,7+b[i,2.rl; 
7-l 
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FIG. 5. Descriptions of connections between functional branches. 
In particular for a single-argument branch (Fig. 5b) we have 
(12) 
In addition to the considerations made so far it should be pointed out that 
an individual source node will be denoted by the symbol y[-1J . Thus when 
describing a graph composed of several functional branches of different type 
single- and multi-argument ones and nonfunctional branches in the form of 
preparing data for a digital computer one has to give apart from such data as 
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also the terms u[~,~.~I and bIi,sS71 . In order to illustrate the description of a 
graph carried out by giving the terms ~[~,a,~] and b~~,s,~] , let us consider the 
graph from Fig. 6. The terms for this graph are given in Table II. 
FIG. 6. Example of the graph. 
TABLE II 
Terms OII 8 ] md bt,,8,Tl 9 37 
for the graph of fig. 6 
2.6. GRAPHS WITH INTEGRATING BRANCHES 
Let us consider a graph consisting of several functional branches connected 
by means of nonfunctional branches in which the independent and dependent 
variables represented by the nodes are functions of the variable t, i.e., 
%XJ3,r,al = %&v,d~) 
YLb.rl = YrorAvl(4; 
and besides the branches for which OL = 1 and @ = 1 realize the operation 
of integration. In connection with this one can write 
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where Ttrl is the integration constant assigned to the operation FtI,l,,,l and 
defined by the relation 
and y[l,l,r~(0) is the initial condition defined by 
After differentiating both sides of Eq. (13) we obtain 
~YI1.1.Y1(~) 1 
dt = - ~rl,l.r.llw~ %I 
which yields after transformation toithe index “P 
- = -L %*11(t), dhdt) dt TM 
(16) 
(17) 
where i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 3/m[l,ll . 
The node x[~,~I is connected by means of nonfunctional branches with 
nodes representing dependent variables uniquely defined by the structure 
of the graph. These connections are defined, as it was already stated above, 
by the terms ~[~,a,,] and b~~,s,~j so that according to Eqs. (12) and (17) one 
can write that 
dyril(t) 1 
- = K %,11(t) = dt , (18) 
where 
i = 1, L., %dl.ll - 
This last formula describes a system of differential equations of the type 
dydt) - =fra(rrdt>; Ydt);“‘; YIYm[l,l,l(t)) dt (19) 
YlolW = t; ( 1 dylol =l dt 
(ytOl may be treated as a second individual source node). Numerical integra- 
tion of the system of Eqs. (18) is described in the following section. 
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3. ALGORITHM FOR THE SOLUTION OF A SYSTEM 
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS GIVEN BY A GRAPH 
The program of the numerical solution of a system of differential equations 
defined by the structure of the graph will be given in the form of a block 
diagram. The terminology applied to the description of this diagram is 
analogous to that of Ref. [S]. 
The program described requires the preparation of data in the following 
sequence: 
1. 3/nt[or,B~ for all LY and /I; 
2. xm - number of nodes representing dependent variables of the 
integration branches whose values have to be printed; 
3. WLWI - indices of nodes representing dependent variables of the 
integration branches which have to be printed .% = 1,2,..., X,,,; 
4. h - integration step; 
5.B - value of the variable t for which the integration should be 
performed; 
6. %A] for all h 
7. qi.&r! 
8. 4i,s,,1 1 
for all 6, 7 
1 
for all i. 
We assume that in the program the values of 01, , firnI.l , m[ol, p] are given 
a priori as well as the procedures corresponding to the operations FIa,B,v~ .
These procedures are described by the parameters P[i,rl 
where 
h = 01 + 1, a + L, q?,fl] , 
since as we know the parameters from h = 1 up to h = a are reserved for 
the description of the number of branches incoming to the respective node 
representing the independent variable of a given operation. The block dia- 
gram of the program consists of three basic parts each playing a different 
role. 
PART. I. FIGURE 7 
In this part input of the data is carried out and also the transformation of 
the indices OL, /3, y to a single index i” according to Eq. (7). The triplet of 
indices 01, 8, y corresponding to a given ‘3” is stored in the cells .+I , U[~J ,
WI * 
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FIG. 7. Part I of the program. 
PART II. FIGURE 8 
This part establishes the sequence in which the expressions yfil are cal- 
culated for i > ~~I~,~] . Subsequent indices of the terms yfil arranged in the 
order desired are stored in the cells dfjl wherej = 1, 2, 3,..., (V - ~~[~,~l). 
lt is also assumed that the node yfil corresponding to dependent variable 
is not connected with any of the nodes XI~,~I of one and the same branch. 
This difficulty may be avoided by applying a functional branch realizing 
identical operation as the isolating block described in Ref. [l]. 
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FIG. 8. Part II of the program. 
PART III. FIGURE 9 
In this part the assembly of blocks denoted by the symbol A performs the 
calculation of y[*l for i > ~~[i,~l in the sequence established previously. 
The relations which are not included in the blocks of this assembly have the 
form 
PCL61 
XLf.61 : = c b Ykz[‘,&,,l k&T1 (21) 
7-l 
Nil : = %(~ri.d ~[f,zl;“‘; %.al). (22) 
It should be pointed out that in the calculation of the last equation we make 
use of the relations of Eqs. (6) and (10). 
Next the proper computations are carried out by means of which the system 
of differential equations given by the graph is solved according to the Runge- 
Kutta method, Ref. [9], modified by Gill. This method was chosen because 
of its simplicity, although other methods may also be successfully applied, 
186 
FIG. 9. Part III of the program. 
The main stress in the paper was placed not in the choice of the optimal 
numerical method, nor on the estimation of the accuracy, but on the prepara- 
tion of the data and self-organization of the program. The relations not given 
explicity in the blocks of this assembly are listed below. 
where 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
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